Mountville Rubber is an ISO:9001:2015 certified company, serving customers with black and colored rubber compounds from two plants in LaGrange, GA. This financially strong, growth-oriented company has made investments of $8,000,000 to increase capacity and modernize equipment. Mountville Rubber’s plants are safe and efficient, offering a combined annual capacity of 80,000,000 pounds.

Mountville Rubber has a lot to offer those needing custom compounding services. With two mixing lines, we are equipped to handle high volume mixes as well as smaller volume mixes. Additionally, our experienced staff is committed to providing the highest quality and service levels in the business. This commitment to excellence is reflected in our 100% customer satisfaction guarantee.

- **268 Liter Color Mixing Line**
  - 100” variable speed drop mill with blending roll
  - Farrel 15 inch in-line strainer
  - 84” variable speed strip mill with blending roll
  - Non-zinc based dip
  - Batch off system capable of strips or slabs

- **268 Liter Black Mixing Line**
  - 84” variable speed drop mill with blending roll
  - 60” variable speed strip mill with blending roll
  - Two-wing rotors
  - Non-zinc based dip
  - Batch off system capable of strips or slabs

- **Automated Chemical Weighing System**
- **Four Roll Calender**
  - Increased Efficiency
  - Accuracy within half a gram
  - Repeatability
  - Lot traceability
  - improved workplace safety
  - Four rolls for milling thin sheets of rubber
  - Poly backed rolls to prevent sticking
  - Automated cutter for consistent roll sizes
  - Breakdown and feed mills for consistent unbroken sheets of rubber